
THE CONCEPT OF THE ORIENTAL CITY. 
PRIVACY IN THE ISLAMIC EAST VERSUS 

PUBLIC LIFE IN WESTERN CULTURE 

More than a decade ago,I had already attemp
ted to work out, in a summary over-view, funda
mental characteristics of the Middle Eastern 
Islamic city (Wirth 1975; Wirth in Bouhdiba
Chevallier 1982). In contrast with the concep
tions of philology, Islamic studies and history, 
used as the basis for these two fundamental 
concepts of geography, namely the functions of 
a city as the centre of a surrounding area or a 
country, on the one hand, and the circumstan
ces of material culture - that is to say, bulldings 
and the spatial organisation of a city - on the 
other. 
In these contributions was able to give a clear 
answer to the question of the unmistakeable 
characteristic features of the cities in the Middle 
East and in North Africa, i. e. of the "Near and 
Middle Eastern type of city". I set out five com
mon characteristics which one finds only in the 
Islamic world , but not in the cities of classical 
antiquity or in those of medieval Europe: 
The blind alley-structure of the residential 
district; 
Protection from outside viewing and inner 
courtyard-feature of the dwellings; 
Many residential districts side by side and rela
tively closed off from outside; 
Striving for protection and security within walls , 
against disputes, unrest and uprising; 
The suq (bazaar) as a special kind of unmi
stakeable central shopping and business area 
of the Middle Eastern Islamic city. 
The majority of these characteristics of material 
culture already existed between one and two 
thousand years before Christ, in the towns of 
the Ancient Orient. therefore did not speak of 
the "Islamic city", but of the "Middle Eastern 
city". 
This conception has been widely acknowledged 
in the meantime, in the geography of the Near 
and Middle East, and it is cited or discussed. As 
a researcher, however, one must never stop at 
the findings and information from work done 
hitherto; new questions are constantly arising 
and we must strive to find new answers. I shall 
therefore try to outline in my paper, quite gene
rally, the direction in which I have been working 
further during the last decade. 

The city as an environment created by people 
for their specific needs 

Let us begin with the question of the functions 
of the city. In a long summary paper, I discus
sed in 1975 the point that both the Eastern 
Islamic and the Occidental Western city is pri
marily a city, regardless of all differences 
between cultural realms: In the East, as in the 
West, the large towns and cities are central pla
ces for a wide surrounding area or a territory, 
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and they therefore perform the same urban 
functions. These can perhaps be divided into 
three main categories, namely functions of 
government and defence, economic and 
marketing functions and also religious and spir
itual life. The palace of an Eastern potentate is 
certainly rather different from a European baro
que castle, a Friday-mosque something diffe
rent from a cathedral, a kaisariya or a bedesten 
something different from a guildhall. But the 
respective buildings and urban institutions are 
broadly responsible for the same or similar 
functions; compared with what is common to all 
cities, the specific features of the cultural con
text appear to be, if anything, secondary. 
In contrast, I would like today to emphasize 
fairly strongly that, in the Orient as in the West, 
cities perform not only "central place"-functions 
for their surrounding area or for a whole territo
ry, but also quite specific functions for the peo
ple living within the city itself. Each city repre
sents a framework for action which has been 
created by people for their respective needs; it 
is an artificial environment of human groups and 
communities, built over many generations. It is 
therefore the setting and area of action for 
urban life to be played out as a special form of 
social interaction. 
The Islamic city, too, can accordingly be concei
ved as the result of selective planning and buil
ding; but like any human action, this is integra
ted within overall cultural contexts. In commu
nal activity, people in the city create, in accor
dance with their own ideas, a new environment 
contrasting with Nature. Town planning objecti
ves of this kind reflect cultural characteristics of 
the Near and Middle Eastern region more than 
do the basic urban functions of government or 
business. The underlying conceptions here are 
specific features of the Near and Middle 
Eastern Islamic cultural realm as a whole, but 
also those of Arabic, lranlan, Turkish , Berber 
peoples, or those of Abassid , Timurid, Mamluk, 
Safavid or Ottoman political, social and econo
mic organisation. They all governed the coha
bitation of people in cities according to differing 
ideas and models, in a different, special way in 
each particular case. 
The functions of a City, bv means of which it 
satisfies the needs of its own inhabitants, are 
many and varied: It provides housing, accom
modation and protection against the weather 
and external enemies; it ensures the supply of 
the everyday necessaries (water, food , etc.) 
and also appropriate waste disposal, and it 
erects the buildings and sets out the spaces 
that are necessary for work and professional 
practice. 
In addition, there are many urban buildings and 
establishments which serve as the setting for 
activities specific to the culture, rituals, institu-



tions, etc.; the resident therefore finds in the 
Islamic City a mosque, tombs of saints and 
schoois, a market, baths and coffee houses, 
arsenals and stores, cemeteries, parks and gar
dens. Particularly important are a few specific 
functions which are aimed at the needs of the 
political and economic upper class, or serve 
charity and welfare work; this applies especially 
to the many different opportunities for investing 
capital in private urban real estate or in religious 
foundations. One can thus provide for an 
appropriate pension for retirement and surviving 
dependents, and add to the prestige of a godly 
lifestyle. 
The modes of urban satisfaction of needs just 
mentioned are even more specific to the culture 
of the Near and Middle East region; the global 
range of Variation of urban life-styles simply 
becomes larger, the further we distance oursel
ves from the basic economic needs and from 
material utility. The Islamic City then seems to 
be even more of a special Charakter when it 
serves as a backdrop or stage for human acti
vity put on show, or as a setting for the celebra
tion of religious festivals or culture-specific 
rituals . The inhabitants of the Islamic City need, 
for example, large roads for parades, carnivals 
and processions; they need open places for 
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common prayer on the great feast-days, for 
celebrations, meetings, paying homage, eque
strian games, receptions, public awards, or the 
spectacle of an execution. Thanks to their wide 
scopes for action , their greater organising 
power and their disposal over greater resour
ces, it is the urban upper class, in particular, that 
characterizes this kind of bulldings and spatial 
structure of the City as the stage for its plays 
and ceremonies; the City becomes the physical 
substrate and the scenic back-drop for celebra
ting and putting on show life-styles of the social 
groups who have money, prestige and power. 
Lastly, with its imposing buildings, the City also 
has to perform the function of announcing to the 
world outside the claim to authority and power. 
Urban monumental buildings and urban institu
tions are often a torch , a sign of victory or a 
memorial , a visible manifestation of presence -
but no less frequently also a conscious public 
manifestation and demonstration of piety, cha
rity or benevolent mentality. They are intended 
to intimidate the subiects, or to give the man in 
the street the feeling of being an esteemed 
member of the community of true believers. 
Huge city gates, flanked by lions, magnificent 
entrance drives to palaces and public buildings, 
or imposing roads for processions in many 
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towns of the Ancient Middle East are just as elo
quent examples of this as are the monumental 
mosques, baths, public fountains , hospitals and 
relief kitchens of the Islamic city. In some cities 
of the Islamic cultural realm , therefore, monu
mental public structures are lined up on both 
sides of imposing roads as landmarks visible for 
miles around. 
If future researches of this kind deal to a greater 
extent with urban institutions and functions 
which are aimed at people living within the town 
itself, and for which the freedoms of "homo 
ludens" to develop bear fruit , beyond material 
necessity and utility, this could help to reveal 
more clearly the specific features and characte
ristics of the Islamic city since, as already men
tioned , peculiarities, patterns and models of 
behaviour, which are specific to the region 's cul
ture are appearing more clearly here. 
A fine example of this would be the wide roads 
and imposing boulevards and also the large 
squares, often walled or surrounded by public 
structures, of many cities in Iran or Morocco. 
They are the indispensable framework for the 
demonstrative behaviour, self-presentation and 
public ceremonial of Iranian or Berber eque
strian societies, for processions, paying hom
age, celebrations, parades on horseback, or fo r 
public equestrian games (polo). Around 1250 
A.O. even the city of Aleppo had five hippodro
mes with courses of 400 m, 540 m and even 
620 m (Edde-Terrasse o. J.; Northedge 1990). 
A further example would be the garden suburbs 
outside the walls , with their irrigation installa
tions, groves of trees, flower borders, fountains , 
summerhouses, kiosks and pavilions, which we 
find everywhere within the area of Islamic cultu
re. The Abassid Raqqa already had such a gar
den suburb, and also the Timurid Herat and the 
Safavid Isfahan. 
All of these suburban garden locations are far 
more than a delightful Islamic place; they were 
the framework and back-drop for the celebra
tion of courtly lifestyles, a stage for habitualised 
or ritualised collective activities and also lively 
settings for receiving and looking after guests of 
the government and foreign delegations in a 
way befitting their station . 

Privacy as a dominant characteristic. 
The example of Fes 

I now come back to the five characteristics of 
material culture about which I spoke at the 
beginning of my paper. The building stock and 
spatial organisation cannot be the ultimate out
come of a study of the Islamic city, since these 
are created by people according to their own 
ideas and for their personal needs, and this 
leads to the question of purpose and meaning. 
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There can be no doubt that some characteri
stics of the Islamic city are an expression in 
stone of withdrawal from the public scene, i. e. 
of the intimacy and sheltered nature of family 
life. In numerous earlier articles , Dominique 
Chevallier (1982) also referred emphatically to 
these "lieux enclos", "ou !'Oriental situe ses 
identifications socio-familiales et communautai
res". 
However, it is by no means only the residential 
districts in which strong tendencies towards 
seclusion , withdrawal and privacy appear. 
Other areas of the city, too - which in Graeco
Roman antiquity and in the Christian Occident 
are naturally public and therefore generally 
accessible - are often considered to be private 
in the Near and Middle East, and the possibili
ties of access are accordingly restricted. In the 
large metropolises of the Middle East, which 
were moulded by the economic, social and legal 
order of the Ottoman and of the Safavid Empire, 
such tendencies towards "privatisation" can be 
detected only by more detailed study. But they 
are quite strikingly apparent in the cities of the 
Maghreb, particularly of Morocco. The city of 
Fes, with which I have been concerned more 
intensively since about 1975, may serve as an 
example. 
Whereas one may visit mosques within the area 
of the Sunni Middle East usually without any 
significant restrictions, even as an unbellever, in 
Morocco European and Arab Christians are 
strictly prohibited from entering mosques a ban 
which also applied in the years of French 
Protectorate . This may be explained primarily 
with the rules of the Malekite rite ; but in 
Morocco the large districts of the royal palaces 
are equally sheltered and inaccessible, even If 
no intimate family life and no secrets are con
cealed behind their high, forbidding walls , but 
only groves of trees or desert or uncleared sto
rage sites. Using the royal palace of Meknes as 
an example, Barrucand (1985) showed very 
convincingly that within these palace districts 
there are still different places with varying 
degrees of privacy and inaccessibility, that part 
of the reti nue and bodyguard can enter only 
specific parts of the palace grounds, but not 
others, and that the palace grounds are tra
versed by streets which are like ravines, walled 
on both sides, enabling servants to cross throu
gh "h ighly private" palace districts , without 
being able to see into them. 
In the case of mosques and religious bulldings, 
which in principle should be publ icly accessible 
for all believers, in Fes tendencies towards 
segregation , barring entry and "privatisation" 
can be detected. With the exception of the large 
Friday mosques, all mosques are barred outsi
de the five prayer periods. Mosques in residen
tial areas should normally be entered only by 



the local inhabitants. And besides the approxi
mately 150 mosques which are in principle 
open to all Muslims, in the Medina of Fes there 
are a similarly large number of special Koran 
schools and madrasas, zawiyas, rawdas and 
tombs, and also of other places of assembly 
and prayer places of religious fratern ities which 
are open only to the limited group of the respec
tive members. 
Even cemeteries are assigned to the private 
sphere. In many places there are burial-places 
closed off with walls and solid gates, for indivi
duals, families or relatives; they include one or 
more domed graves in the midst of a few dozen 
gravestones of the customary type for the coun
try, and public access to them is barred. In a 
quite similar way, Finster (1989) has stated in 
an as yet unpublished paper on mosques in the 
Yemen, that in the succession of the history of 
building and style a tendency is to be found, for 
both court mosques and for burial monuments, 
to reduce access and passage for the public; 
walls and lockable gates are taking the place of 
open arches and arcades. 
The whole urban area of Fes within the walls 
was still a private area prohibited for Europeans 
even in the second half of the nineteenth cen
tury. Western visitors who ventured to intrude, 
disguised as Muslims from Istanbul, for exam
ple, risked being sentenced to death If they 
were discovered. This again shows clearly that 
the privacy of urban areas in Fes goes far 
beyond protecting the intimacy of family life 
against inquisitive eyes or against unpermissi
ble interference. It is not anything holy, not 
anything that is secret, not anything private or 
confidential or otherwise significant that is 
intended to be protected. Obviously, it is simply 
a matter of withdrawing from the public's 
responsibillty and competence as many areas 
and localities of the city as possible and thereby 
withdrawing them from general access, and of 
dedicating them into places to which only a limi
ted part of the population has access in accor
dance with some criterion or other. 
Thus, only the major thoroughfares and the 
connecting streets full of pedestrians between 
the city centre and the gates and also the cen
tral market district of kisariya with the adjoin ing 
main shopping places have counted in the 
Medina of Fes up to the present day as the 
public area, I. e. accessible without any restric
tions. Thus, it is ultimately only the physical 
constraints of urban traffic and of economic 
interaction which break up the private areas. 
Even the establishments with in the suq quarter 
and also the hammams, fountains, mi lls, bake
ries and coffee houses of the residential quarter 
are semi-private , at least. 
The public area is accordingly confined in Fes 
to a broad-meshed route network enclosed by 
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city walls or the walls of houses, with a few 
extensions in the centre; everything else is the 
private sphere, which is either inaccessible or 
with limited access. In the main travelling sea
son, between one hundred and two hundred 
bus-loads of Western tourists flow into the 
Medina of Fes each day. It is fascinating again 
and again to observe how these masses put up 
with this wide-meshed public network, remain 
packed together there and seep into private 
urban areas only in special cases. Even the 
madrasas and tanneries which are visited by 
most tourists count as private locations, so to 
speak; with some reservations, access has to 
be purchased with entrance-money or tips. 
Where privacy is ranked so highly in this way, 
little value is attached to prestigious representa
tion or effect upon the public. Obviously, no
one is interested in investing in public buildings 
- although this could very easily be done as far 
as archltectural know-how is concerned. The 
toilet installations of the larger mosques in Fes 
are often roofed over with splendid rainproof 
ridgebeam designs; but even the central streets 
of the suq are not. The old arsenals, grain sto
res and the so-called stables in Fes el-Jedid or 
in Meknes are carefully walled monumental bul
ldings with barrel-arches, or cupolas, and many 
defensive structures are similarly monumental 
in appearance. On the other hand, in Fes there 
is not a single commercial building or public 
building whose architectural design would be 
comparable just in some way or other. 
The suq and the central shopping and business 
area of Fes are particularly inconspicuous and 
unpretentious. The buildings on both sides of 
the main streets of the suq appear to be unplan
ned and ranged side by side at random. 
Although it rains considerably more in Fes than 
in most of the other cities in the Middle East, the 
commercial streets did not even have rainproof 
roofing and were not at all arched over, with 
rather more architectural effort. There are no 
great khans to invite entry with imposing portals 
and facades, no artificially arched or domed 
halls, naharsuqs in the form of architecturally 
outstanding spans over suq main streets and no 
major complexes of town squares. Whereas, in 
the famous bazaars of the Ottoman Empire and 
of the highlands of Iran, the commercial buil
dings of the suq face the public, with richly 
adorned, monumental display fronts and the 
central streets of the main bazaar are similarly 
emphasized also in the buildings, everything in 
Fes seems to be completely unplanned, make
shift, thrown together somehow or other in an 
improvised way. There are virtually no 
"landmarks", and a stranger can therefore find 
his way about there only with difficulty. 
In surprising contrast with the large cities of the 
former Ottoman Empire and of the Safavid 



Empire, in the Maghreb neither the rulers nor 
the urban upper class had any need to impress 
by means of monumental buildings, to demon
strate presence, to build up a favourable image 
or to invest for the general public with a charita
ble intention. Even the king or sultan retires into 
the privacy of his palace district, which can be 
seen to be associated with the ruler only throu
gh its appropriately large size and the mounting 
of bodyguards. For public rituals and ceremo
nies, in the royal Moroccan cities the 
,,mechouars" sufficed, e. large squares before 
the gates or on the outskirts of the built-up area, 
enclosed by bare walls. Here, as we know from 
numerous reports, public plays were then per
formed on horseback in accordance with 
ancient Berbert tradition. 
The bare, forbidding walled frontages along 
most of the thoroughfares and a few small 
square-like extensions in the Medina of Fes 
prove that the arterial roads also are regarded 
only as an economic necessity, but not as public 
space which somehow or other needs to be 
designed. Roads and squares are ,,negative 
space", so to speak - the outcome of spatial 
exclusion from the private sphere, not a spatial 
exclusion of urban open spaces which are for 
public and common use. The peripheral walls 
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are thus only walls protecting a private inner 
area, but not framework, frontage, back-drop 
and backgrounds for communal, public, urban 
life. 

Antithesis: the Western city as a stronghold of 
public life 

In the city of classical antiquity, the situation 
was exactly the opposite , in that the private 
sphere scarcely had a chance then, in compari
son with the public sphere. 
Almost all localities and areas of the city were 
freely accessible in principle for every citizen , 
and the rulers and the local civic councils stro
ve to erect as many public bulldings as possi
ble, as magnificent as possible, namely thea
tres and amphitheatres, temples, nymphaea 
and thermal baths, stadiums, racecourses and 
gymnasiums, council places and basilicas as 
town halls and law courts, triumphal arches and 
colonnades , colonnaded roads with tetrapyles 
and arcades, aqueducts and public fountains, 
parks and gardens. These buildings and esta
blishments for public benefit, with their richly 
adorned entrance areas, convey the feeling of 
urban community and civil participation. 

THE SUQ OF ALEPPO 



Even primarily private areas were made acces 
sible to the public again and again in the city of 
classical antiquity, or were converted into 
public areas. Caesar and Augustus opened 
their private gardens in Rome to the general 
public for their lifetimes, and then bequeathed 
them to the people of Rome in their wills. Or 
another example: The Diocletian palace in 
Split was never acquired by its builder; its 
grounds were immediately rededicated for 
public use and functions. The prohibition
inscriptions passed on via archaeological 
channels prove that, besides the hallowed 
areas of the temples, only burial places were 
excluded from access for everybody (Cuvigny 
& Wagner 1985). 
This primacy of the public sphere is underpin
ned in philosophy by Aristotle's Politeia; in it the 
two spheres oikos and politeia are compared 
with each other, and public life, politeia, is 
emphasized as the embodiment of human exis
tence and human self-realization: The state 
embraces all citizens; it is a community for the 
purposes of complete and self-sufficient exis
tence and also a happy and virtuous life. 
Aristotle considers it from the standpoint of 
Nature as ranking higher and being earlier and 
more fundamental than the family and the indi-
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vidual; from the standpoint of Nature, Man is 
accordingly a "zoon politikon". 
The Roman state is also called "res publica", of 
course, and in his work "De re publica" Cicero attri
buted to the public sphere far-reaching rank and 
status: "Cicero calls res publica a 'sanctissimum 
nomen' and therefore sees in it the concept of 
supreme political value' (Drexler 1988, p. VII). 
Private life and private sphere seem to be so unin
teresting to the Roman that only a few Latin sour
ces report on it. The most Information is obtained 
from the comedies of Plautus and Terence or from 
court case records (inheritance, divorce, etc.) i. e. 
if private matters are tried in public. Moreover, the 
term 'privatus" in Latin does not mean "screened
off' or "intimate", but implies only a clear assign
ment of the right of ownership. Our word 'private' 
corresponds most closely to "secretus' in Latin. 
In contrast with the house of the Near and 
Middle Eastern Islamic cultural realm and unlike 
the Greek dwellinghouse - which nevertheless 
was still divided into Andronitis and Gynae
conitis - the Roman dwelling house is not in 
principle separated into a public and a private 
sector. As guests of the householder, strangers 
had access everywhere without restriction , of 
course. The women in the house could receive 
guests without restriction also. 

SAMARRA. AN ISLAMIC FOUNDATION OF THE 9th C.A.D 



Accordingly, in Roman cities there were noar
rangements or precautionary measures to pre
vent passers-by or neighbours from looking into 
the domestic sphere of the house. Roman offi
cials performed their official duties from their 
qwellinghouses in many instances, holding 
meetings there and conducting negotiations. 
However, the activity of the local civic council 
took place mainly outside the domestic sphere; 
the public squares and buildings of the city were 
used for meeting, informing one another, joint 
formation of intent, celebration together and 
participation in government. 
Presumably through mediation by the city-sta
tes of Northern Italy, this primacy of the public 
sphere as against the private passed into the 
selfunderstanding and organisation of the 
Western city. In the city of our European Middle 
Ages and modern times, all areas and places 
are in principle public and therefore accessible 
generally, also. Whoever possessed a house 
and land in the town or city was a citizen and 
had access everywhere. The urban civic coun
cil is a basically public institution and the priva
te spheres were accordingly reduced. 
Sheltered privacy and access restrictions really 
existed only in the case of the jewish ghetto and 
of the monastery districts. The churches, on the 
other hand, were accessible generally, of 
course, and town halls and guild halls all the 
more so. It was also the whole town council, of 
course, which had erected and financed these 
public buildings. Even house and home -
indeed , the livingroom in which the family spent 
its time - were open to fellow-citizens and forei
gn business friends. At most, the fact that the 
foreigner had to be of the same rank had a 
restrictive effect. 
One might be tempted to explain the primacy of 
the public sphere and of general accessibility in 
the European city with the Christian 
Communion community and the duty of milltary 
service and defence for every citizen. But such 
an explanation does not go far enough; the 
state has a priori virtually unlimited power of 
disposal. just how restricted the right to a 
screened private area was can be seen from 
the right of inspection claimed by the state even 
over the private dwelling: In the 17th century the 
French searched for secret Huguenot religious 
services being held in the citizens private dwel
lings; in the 20th century the Nazis searched for 
radio sets tuned to the BBC transmitters. On the 
other hand, how wonderfully well protected -
indeed, how unassallable - seems the private 
sphere of the European trading posts in 
Alexandria, Damascus, Aleppo, Bursa, Izmir, 
Istanbul. There, the jesults could hold their 
services and even small Corpus Christi proces
sions, without offence being taken against them 
in any way! 
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Even the residences and castles of the absolu
tistic rulers and even their more intimate living 
area were freely accessible to persons of rank 
at any time. We know all of the scenes from 
dramas of the 18th and 19th centuries in which 
a person of equal rank pushes all doorkeepers 
roughly aside, forcing his way into the private 
apartment of the house-owner when he had 
refused to see the unwanted visitor. We spec
tators today frequently interpret this as violation 
of a taboo. But that is out of the question; the 
intruder was only exercising his proper right. 
And among castle managements, the concea
led doors inconspicuously let into the walls of 
the bedrooms and other private rooms are com
pletely misinterpreted again and again; usually 
they were not intended to enable indulgence in 
some amorous adventure or other, but were a 
last way of escape for the castle-owner if the 
visitors or guests in the castle stayed longer 
than he could tolerate or endure. 
The examples could be continued, in any desi
red number, right up to the present. The right to 
an at least restricted private area is deliberately 
abandoned, for the widest variety of reasons, 
when most Dutchmen are sitting in their living
room in the evening with the lights full on, 
without drawing the curtains or closing the shut
ters; when , among the Mormons in North 
America, even the smallest, most inconspi
cuous enclosure of the private house-site is 
denied to the owner; when it is normal today to 
sell quite private personal experiences to pic
ture-magazines or television companies and 
thereby surrender to the public; when today no
one finds anything wrong with nude bathing in 
full public view any more. 
It is true that the picture is slightly overdrawn 
with the above remarks and references, and the 
outlines seem to be too sharp. Art. 13, 1, of the 
German Grundgesetz (basic constitutional law): 
'The home is inviolable" and the criminal offen
ce of house-trespass have already proved that 
in this country also the private sphere of house 
and home is accorded greater protection by the 
legislator. And the famous population census
decision of the Federal Constitutional Court 
acknowledges "for the individual citizen an 
inviolable sphere for arranging private life which 
is not subiect to the influence of public autho
rity". 
Exclusiveness of privacy or public life does not 
exist anywhere; not in any advanced civilization 
or urban society anywhere in the whole world . 
According to H. P. Bahrdt, in the conflict 
between them and their mutual dependence 
this pair of opposites is even a basic principle of 
urban social life. 
On the other hand, for our problem it is a que
stion of weighing , of "more or less". This has 
become clear through our comparison of Fes 



with the cities of the Western world. In the cities 
of the Islamic realm, privacy very often has a 
higher status than public life and the greater 
part of the urban area, as a private sphere, is 
therefore not publicly accessible; public areas 
and places are of only little importance. In the 
towns and cities of classical antiquity and of the 
Western world, on the other hand, public institu
tions, buildings and districts are accorded high 
status, and the private sphere is therefore very 
insignificant both as an aspect of political , 
social, economic and cultural life and as a spa
tially restricted area. 

What does ''privacy" mean as a basic category 
of urban life? 

The polarity between privacy and public life has 
certainly been adequately explained by means 
of the examples briefly outlined above. An 
attempt to explain and to conceive more clearly 
these two categories and their significance for 
the city in East and West can , in the case of 
"public life", reckon with a broad preconception 
within the sphere of western Occidental cultures. 
We have "public institutions", "public opinion" 
and "public service"; court proceedings must in 

principle take place publicly and the publicity of 
state activity belongs to the essence of a demo
cratic state founded upon the rule of law. 
That is public in which all have a share and par
ticipate, to which everyone has access, which 
takes place before all eyes, which concerns 
everyone and where everyone can enter into 
social interaction with anyone else. Public life is 
supported and accepted by all of the members 
of a community. For the sake of public welfare, 
every individual should give second place to his 
or her own needs, and public life does not 
exclude anyone. Only where public life is a mat
ter of course is special status given to excep
tions: the hermit, the secret society, the "exclu
sion of publicity". 
From the spatial aspect, public life of this kind 
defined by social interaction implies unrestricted 
accessibility, e. all parts and places of the city 
being open to anyone. The imposing public bui
ldings are work of the civic council ; the people 
are proud of them, identify with them, share in 
them and use them. Urban life takes place in 
full public view, in continuous interaction before 
the eyes of others, and the rules of play and 
also the controls of this urban publicity ultima
tely apply also within the area of the private 
sphere of home and family. 

THE AXE OF ASHKAR- I BAZAR IN AFGHANISTAN (FROM 0 . SCHLUM) 
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"Privacy", on the other hand, is more difficult to 
grasp. It is a principle of segmentation, com
partmentallzation, splitting up into social and 
spatial subunits which try to screen themselves 
off as far as possible from outside influences. 
All of these sub-groupings, sub-spaces and 
sub-localities each have their special privacy, 
unlike others. This results in them having to 
regulate their affairs on their own responsibility, 
as far as possible - which can lead to a great 
variety of different forms of self-management 
and self-provision. Privacy also makes toleran
ce possible . So long as Christians and jews do 
not demonstrate public presence in the Islamic 
city, but stay with their religion and with incon
spicuous church buildings within the private 
sphere, so to speak, of their residential district, 
there is no cause to proceed against them. 
The seclusion , isolation, intimacy and inviolabi
lity of family life and the home in the Islamic 
town and city are naturally an essential aspect 
of this privacy. The dwelling with inner 
courtyard , strictly screened off from outside and 
having a family area and an area for guests or 
visitors; the blind alley system in plan of the 
residential districts and the access restriction 
associated with them, the division of the city into 
strictly segregated quarters, access to which 
can be barred by means of gates - all of these 
characteristics of the cities of North Africa and 
the Middle East, described in the literature in 
great detail in some cases, are a natural 
expression of the effort to do justice to the pri
vacy of family and home. 
However, the privacy of the Islamic city embra
ces much more than the intimacy and protection 
of the family dwelling and also the various 
restrictions on the appearance of women in 
public. Outside house and home also, there are 
many areas and places in the city at the entran
ce to which a plate bearing the word "private' 
could be mounted, in the same way as for 
English clubs. They have been taken out of the 
sphere of influence of the wider social environ
ment and they thus remain reserved for mem
bers of smaller social groups who know one 
another personally and are connected with one 
another in some way or other. This general pri
vacy has nothing to do with the 'territory' which 
every person builds up around himself, like the 
more highly developed animals. It has nothing 
to do with the sphere of most private acts and 
bodily intimacy, protected by the sense of 
shame, and it also has little to do with confiden
tiality, secrecy, discretion, or with striving to 
keep a secret, or to protect the holy from con
tact with the profane. 
Privacy in this wider sense perhaps cannot be 
defined at all in terms of content , but only in 
terms of form. It is possibly not a question of this 
at all , and it is often not possible to say clearly 
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what is to be preserved and protected against 
access by outsiders. The only thing that is 
important is that spatial and social areas exist 
within the city which are accessible only for a 
limited group of inhabitants. This 'Being inside", 
"Belonging" has the effect of a positive personal 
stimulus, strengthens the feeling of self-esteem 
and confers a touch of privilege, prestige and 
power. Who does not know the boastful pride of 
travellers in the East who rather pride themsel
ves on having been against all prohibition in the 
burial mosques of Kerbela or Najaf, or in 
Chechaouen/ Morocco, when this was still a 
"forbidden city"! And if you then ask these peo
ple what it was that had been so secret there, 
they do not know what to say. 
All comparisons of this kind are unsatisfactory, 
of course; at most, they make clear what is not 
stated, but they say only little on the matter 
itself. Therefore, a different aspect again: 
"Privacy" as a dominant aspect of the Islamic 
city indicates that the emphasis of the social 
and spatial relationships lies upon the sphere of 
social proximity, i. e. neighbourhood, family or 
relatives, community of language, origin, occu
pation or faith , or on one or another of the many 
other associations. On the other hand, "public 
life" implies the urban community as a whole, 
the community as a superstructure over all pri
vate associations and societies, and ultimately 
the State. 'A Res publica" embraces generally 
the relationships and network of mutual obliga
tions between people who are not linked to one 
another by family ties or other private relation
ships" (Sennett 1983). 
Privacy, on the other hand, means small local 
combinations, associations and social grou
pings which want to fulfil common requirements 
within their limited field of action and sphere of 
competence, but which , in view of numerous 
social dependencies which cannot be influen
ced, can also be communities for material and 
emotional survival. 

The cities of the Ottoman Empire and of the 
highlands of Iran as a special case? 

The references and observations outlined 
above are by no means intended to lay claim to 
defining precisely, or even explaining, the pri
vacy of the Islamic city. With their aid , an 
attempt should be made only to formulate a pro
blem more clearly and put it to discussion. In 
this connection an interesting further question 
now arises, namely: Why, within the Near and 
Middle Eastern Islamic cultural realm, do coun
tries and communities exist in which the public 
spheres are forced so far back in comparison 
with the overwhelming domain of the private 
sphere, as we have shown with the example of 
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Fes? And why do other countries and societies 
exist in which noticeably greater importance is 
attached to public establishments and buil
dings? 
Let us take as an example of the last point the 
Islamic Levant - particularly that area of South
west Asia which once belonged to the Roman 
Empire, or which was influenced by it. Many 
public buildings and establishments have disap
peared with Islam there also, it is true.- forum 
and place of assembly (agora) , town halls and 
lawcourts, theatres, circuses and stadiums. In 
cities with a seat of government, they were 
replaced by large palace districts also, which 
were not of a public nature, but were distinctly 
private (Baghdad, Samarra, Cairo). 
Since the 15th/16th century A.O ., however, 
public buildings have again been accorded 
higher status in the two large empires of the 
Ottomans and the Safavids. In the large towns 
and cities where not so many different kinds of 
public buildings exist as in the towns and cities 
of classical antiquity, and the hammams of the 
Islamic era are no match for the Roman baths in 
monumentality, it is true; but the mosques, 
madrasas, funeral monuments stand any com
parison with temples of antiquity, and with 
respect to the public commercial buildings and 
market establishments the famous long-distan
ce trading cities of the Islamic Near East are 
even superior to those of classical antiquity. In 
Cairo, Damascus, Aleppo , Bursa, Istanbul , 
Tabriz , Isfahan , Kashan , Shiraz, Herat , 
Bukhara, the old central business district is 
crossed by one or more imposing main roads, 
along which religious structures and commer
cial buildings, with in many instances splendid 
display frontales , are ranged . The central main 
streets of the suqs and bazaars are in some 
cases arched over as ornately as mediaeval 
churches in Europe, and the portals and faca
des and also the domes and vaults of the khans 
and serails, the bedesten , kisariyas , times and 
chaharsuqs are praised by common consent as 
architectural masterpieces. 
With imposing structures of this kind , the rulers 
or the investing upper class address themsel
ves publicly to the urban population also in the 
East. They wish thereby to achieve effect or to 
demonstrate power and prestige or charity and 
public spirit ; they want to impress and show 
presence - just as the Roman emperors did 
with magnificent baths, theatres , basilicas, 
triumphal columns and triumphal arches. Why 
is no kind of comparable effort to be observed 
in the case of the ruler dynasties of the 
Maghreb? Why do the latter withdraw into the 
pnivacy of their palace districts and invest at 
most in religious structures and fortifications? 
Why do the rulers in Morocco obviously attach 
no value to impressing their subjects by means 
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of public buildings, in order to win them over for 
themselves? 
These so varied urban planning models and 
action strategies possibly have their origin in the 
persistence of pre-Islamic structures. Following 
conquest by Islam, many cities of the Near East 
continued the traditions of Hellenistic and 
Roman urban planning without, making any 
great changes; the public spheres there have 
thus continued to have a high standing. In the 
case of the cities of the Maghreb, on the other 
hand, this rooting in classical antiquity is lacking 
and the centuries of late Roman/early 
Byzantine culture which in the Near East have 
had a mediator effect are lacking. Thus -
strengthened also by Malekite law - the princi
ple of privacy unknown in classical antiquity 
became established more strongly here. 
This leads to new unsolved problems, however. 
Do some ways, connections, relationships pos
sibly exist which could explain a translation of 
ancient Eastern principles of urban spatial orga
nisation into the Maghreb? There are many 
indications that, even in the towns of the Ancient 
Near East, clear tendencies were already at 
work towards the exclusion of private places 
and structures, and that different degrees of 
access restriction existed. 
As already explained elsewhere (Wirth 1975), 
we find houses with an inner courtyard, scree
ned from view, and the system of blind alleys in 
plan of the residential districts already in ancient 
Babylonia and Egypt. The magnificent palaces 
of the ancient Middle Eastern towns had - in 
addition to the generally accessible districts 
which were used for public representation , juri
sdiction , administration, tax and capital transac
tions, political receptions and other governmen
tal business - other, private areas which were 
accessible only to the members of the royal 
household (Heinrich 1984). At the latest since 
the outstandingly recorded period of Ur 3 (ca. 
2000 B.C.) a wing of the palace was usually 
used for the reception of guests and for public 
state ceremonial. The throne room lay in this 
wing , and occasionally also a temple. Strictly 
separate spatially from this, there was then a 
second wing reserved for the private sphere of 
the ruler's family and their more immediate hou
sehold. These two palace areas - public and pri
vate - were also already clearly distinguished 
terminologically, each with a different designa
tion . And a bold hypothesis on the wedge-sha
ped pins in the walls of many Sumerian monu
mental buildings states that , with their aid , pri
vate areas with restricted access were intended 
to be designated. 
However, even the example of the palaces with 
their private and public areas shows that priva
te sphere and public establishments stood side 
by side in the Ancient Near East, more or less of 



equal importance and equally significant. We 
have already mentioned the magnificent faca
des and portals and also the streets for proces
sions and festivals of the ancient Near Eastern 
towns. 
It is possible that we are making it much too dif
ficult for ourselves also with complicated and 
convoluted attempts at explanation. Perhaps 
Fes has hardly any imposing commercial buil
dings and market installations of any kind only 
because this city was founded and ruled by 
Berber nomadic and equestrian communities, 
which had no contact with urban traditions and 
lifestyles, and which therefore simply lacked the 
knowledge of appropriate possibilities for urban 
planning organisation. However, with this one 
could explain only the lack of corresponding 
buildings, but not the so striking preponderance 
of the private areas. 
And precisely Fes, characterized mainly by 
Berber tribes and dynasties, would also be poor 
proof of this thesis, that the strong tendency 
towards exclusion and isolation of private areas 
in the Islamic town was ultimately rooted in a 
Semitic origin, whatever its nature. In the more 
than five thousand years-old history of the 
advanced civilizations of the Near East there 
are, of course, a whole series of indications that 
kinship descent from the same progenitors and 
ancestors is the fundamental principle for the 
feeling of belonging together. It also supports to 
some extent the view that the intimacy and 
screening of the family dwelling originated from 
early cultures with Semitic languages 
("Bablylonian manor-house"). Privacy would 
thus be primarily an aspect of family cohesion. 
In so far as they go beyond the circle of nar
rower family unity, the spheres of privacy 
varying in each particular case would then be 
covered with the feeling of belonging together 
that is felt by relatives and narrower tribal units. 
However, the plausibility of this kind of hypothe
sis does not yet tell us anything about its truth. 
An empirical science must take care not to fill 
gaps in knowledge by means of speculation, 
however painful they are. 

Eugen Wirth 
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